FITTING GUIDE

allanda

Attends Contours
(Shaped Pads)
Attends Contours are body contoured incontinence pads designed to sit close to the body. Advanced absorbent technology
in the core ensures that all urine and unpleasant odours are locked quickly inside the pad. The soft flexible leakage barriers
ensure maximum leakage protection. Each pad has a pale blue wetness indicator, which disappears when wet, to help you
identify when the pad needs to be changed.

Attends Contours Fitting Guide
Apply the stretch pants, then pull them down to just above the knee and fold the waistband over.
Open the pad fully, making sure the back sheet is on the outside and the soft white lining is next to the skin.
Gently fold and cup the pad lengthways to ensure that the leakage barriers stand up. Don’t touch the
leakage barriers - they will cup and fit naturally with the pad.

Place the pad between the
thighs if possible from front to
back with the larger area of the
pad towards the back of the
body.

Smooth out the pad and pull
up the stretch pants high into
the groin to ensure a snug fit.

Adjust the pants to cover the
pad and ensure that the back
sheet is not folded inwards.

The pants should cover the
pad. Finally check that both
the pad and the stretch pants
are fitted snugly.

Attends Contours dos and don’ts
Assess the user for correct absorbency
Measure the user around the waist for correct
fixation pant size
Always fold pad lengthways to create bowl
shape

Never place one pad inside another to increase
absorbency
Never use talc as it reduces absorbency of the
product

Insert pad from front to back

When creams are prescribed, use sparingly to
ensure the product works effectively

Ensure pad is fitting close to the body with
wider part to the back

The products are designed to be body worn,
do not use as bed or chair protection

Fixation pants should always be used with
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